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With a good location relative to the city, Odessa slopes are not balanced in function and in 

intensity of operation, which leads to their inefficient use and economic loss of the territory. The 

analysis revealed a complex of accumulated problems. These are administrative-political, social-

functional, economic,ecological, cultural. 

The article proposes an Accession Program promoting park protection – attracting political 

and public organizations, as well as possible formats for attracting investments. All this is formed 

under the condition of: – complete conservation of green areas; point inclusion of improvement in 

the structure of the park; improvement of roads and trails; the formation of places of various satu-

ration and functionality; conservation of the ―wild‖ park. 

The concept of coastal development is unambiguously a landscape-recreational zone. This 

determines the maximum recreation, development, improvement of the natural complex; minimi-

zation and localization of urbanized areas; withdrawal from the zone of automobile transport; the 

organization of convenient, aesthetically and environmentally friendly communications of the city 

with the coast, taking into account all the visual points of disclosure, both on the sea and on the 

marine facade; оrganization of water public transport 

The article proposes one of the options for the development of the Odessa coast – the for-

mation of urban planning axes of the city - the sea. The result is a convenient communication city 

– park – beach – sea in the form of stairs, ramps, escalators and other ways of vertical communica-

tion between the upper and lower plateaus. On the upper plateau, architectural town-planning en-

sembles of various functional purposes are formed. An expressive silhouette of the city is created. 

the territory of the slopes, their connection. 

The coastal zone is decided in the format of a fully accessible shore: piers are provided 

with a link to the main walking axis ―health track‖; beach area improvement is carried out, as well 

as attraction of geographically unconnected commerce. All structures are subject to the condition 

of preserving green spaces and must comply with the regulatory requirements for park buildings 

developed by specialists with the participation of the public specifically for this section of the 

park. The principles that determine the general direction of sustainable urban development are 

based on the ideology of solving global problems of modern Odessa, taking into account-balanced 

interaction of natural, socio-economic and technological subsystems during the development of 

Odessa about the coast without prejudice to future generations. 

Key words: principles of sustainable urban development, coastal cities, Odessa slopes, Yubileiny 

park, landscape and recreation territory, park community centers, partnership program. 
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Аннотация: Статья является ответом на актуальную проблему развития и использования 

прибрежных территорий Одессы. В статье на основе анализа исторического, социального, 

градостроительного и экономического контекста аргументируется ландшафтно-рекреацион-

ное направление развития прибрежных территорий. Также определены принципы, основ-

ные стадии и методы формирования и содержания данной территории в масштабах от бла-

гоустройства до градостроительной роли в системе города. Выполнен анализ тенденций и 

проблем устойчивого развития городов. В создании «устойчивой» городской среды исклю-

чительно важна роль различных специалистов: градостроителей, архитекторов, экологов и 

«урбанистов» различных «городских» специальностей. Только методами комплексного 
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подхода возможно создание полноценного, взаимосвязанного с природой, памятниками  

истории и культуры пространства. Принципы, определяющие генеральное направление 

устойчивого градостроительного развития, основаны на идеологии решения глобальных 

проблем современной Одессы, учѐте сбалансированного взаимодействия природной,                    

социально-экономической и техногенной подсистем в ходе развития Одесского побережья 

без ущерба для будущих поколений. 

Ключевые слова: принципы устойчивого развития городов, приморские города, одесские 

склоны, парк «Юбилейный», ландшафтно-рекреационная территория, парковые обществен-

ные центры, программа соучастия. 
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Анотація: Стаття є відповіддю на актуальну проблему розвитку та використання прибе-

режних територій Одеси. У статті на основі аналізу історичного, соціального, містобудівно-

го та економічного контексту аргументується ландшафтно-рекреаційний напрям  розвитку 

прибережних територій. Також визначені принципи, основні стадії та методи формування 

та змісту даної території в масштабах від благоустрою до містобудівної ролі в системі міста. 

Виконано аналіз тенденцій і проблем сталого розвитку міст. У створенні «стійкого» місько-

го середовища виключно важлива роль різних фахівців: містобудівників, архітекторів, еко-

логів і «урбаністів» різних «міських» спеціальностей. Тільки методами комплексного під-

ходу можливе створення повноцінного, взаємопов'язаного з природою, пам'ятками історії та 

культури простору. Принципи, що визначають генеральний напрямок сталого містобудівно-

го розвитку, засновані на ідеології вирішення глобальних проблем сучасної Одеси, обліку 

збалансованої взаємодії природної, соціально-економічної та техногенної підсистем в ході 

розвитку Одеського узбережжя без шкоди для майбутніх поколінь. 

Ключові слова: принципи сталого розвитку міст, приморські міста, одеські схили, парк 

«Ювілейний», ландшафтно-рекреаційна територія, паркові громадські центри, програма 

співучасті. 

 

Formulation of the problem. The current state and future development of the Odessa coast 

is the most acute problem of the city and requires serious comprehensive scientific research, as 

well as the development of principles and methods of urban landscape organization, the implemen-

tation of which will solve important practical problems. 

Purpose of work: to determine the principles, main stages and methods of forming this ter-

ritory on a scale from landscaping to urban development role in the city system. 

Objectives: on the basis of the analysis of the historical, social, urban planning and eco-

nomic context,  to form a landscape and recreational direction for the development of the coastal 

territories of Odessa. 

Many coastal cities have a complex coastal relief. Taking into account the features of con-

struction on complex terrain is especially important. Studies on the formation of the functional 

planning structure of cities in specific regions are covered in the works of Krogius V. R. [10, 11], 

Yezhov V. I., Kushnirenko M. M. [9, 12], Ustenko T. V. [21] , Shcherban V. K. [22], V. V. 

Sopilki [16], Zaretsky V. I. [7], Pilyukova N. V. [14] and others. The work analyzes the experience 
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of developing complex terrain. Particular attention is paid to the formation of the planning struc-

ture of cities, the relationship of complex relief and development, examples of urban planning so-

lutions on a complex relief are given. The methodological recommendations of Kilvanderom E. 

Ya. and Gagarkin A.G. cover the issues of engineering protection and development of geotechni-

cally complex territories. The methods of construction on landslide plots are given. Features of the 

organization of resorts and recreation areas are considered in the works of Panchenko T. F. [13] 

and others. In the studies of Kushnirenko M. M. [12], the features of the formation of composi-

tional relationships of the urban structure and landscape are considered. The organization of the 

architectural and spatial environment, taking into account visual perception, is devoted to the 

works of E. Belyaeva [2], V. V. Tovbych [20], A. V. Zakharov [8], A. G. Babenko [1]. Architec-

tural solutions of coastal development, taking into account visual perception during movement and 

from fixed points, are considered in scientific articles by Talalaev V.V. [17], Ustenko T.V. 

The main factor influencing the formation of coastal buildings in coastal cities is the sea. 

The presence in the architectural and natural urban ensemble of open sea space determines the fea-

tures of the perception of the city's architecture. Among the factors that form the development of 

coastal areas are the features of visual perception of objects located on the coasts. Features of the 

architectural formation of embankments are disclosed in the works of Denisov M. F. [5], 

Kochnover F. G. and Rastorguev O.S. 

In the dissertation, Erysheva E. A. [6], the principles of forming an architectural panorama 

in the conditions of a coastal city are revealed. The paper considers the features of the composi-

tional and spatial structure of coastal cities, formulates a methodology for a comprehensive analy-

sis of architectural panoramas. The practical significance of the work lies in the possibility of us-

ing the main research results in the architectural and urban planning practice of designing and de-

veloping coastal cities [4]. In the work of Glazyrin V. L. "The architectural and planning formation 

of public coastal centers in the structure of Odessa and its urban agglomeration", the urban plan-

ning problems of the Odessa agglomeration are analyzed, the principles are identified and method-

ological proposals for the formation of public coastal centers are presented. In the framework of 

the work, V. L. Glazyrin proposed experimental schemes and possible architectural and planning 

solutions for coastal community centers. Recently, there have been changes in the use and devel-

opment of coastal areas of the coast of Odessa. Already now there are contradictions between the-

oretical proposals and the real practical situation (the functional purpose of the facilities under 

construction on the coast). Unfortunately, the changes that have occurred in the political situation 

and the legislative framework contribute to the chaotic and erratic development of the coast of 

Odessa. 

The works of scientists have created a theoretical basis for scientific research in the field of 

architectural organization of coastal territories. At the present stage, only general provisions have 

been developed for the formation of the image of the city, its silhouette, architectural and planning 

organization of coastal zones. The formation of the architectural panorama of the coastal city, the 

identification of urban development features of the building, its functional coastal zoning and the 

interaction of the beach, park and upper residential areas require further study. 

Cities play a paramount role in the economic, social, cultural, spiritual state, interaction and 

development of society. But at the same time, they have a devastating effect on the environment. 

The need to change the traditional urban development patterns has led to the concept of sustainable 

development. Increasing the sustainability of cities will not only positively affect their population, 

but will also significantly contribute to improving the well-being of people [1]. Global changes in 

urban development are a distinctive feature of the modern world. The high speed of urbanization 

processes has led to significant discrepancies between the needs, available resources and the inten-

sity of their use. Time pushes many new challenges to the surface [2]. Existing ways of thinking 

cannot provide analysis, explain the course of events, suggest specific solutions. All this needs 

new forms of urban planning organization and new urban planning principles. There is a real need 

for a transition to an innovative development path. It is necessary to set promising innovative 
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tasks, develop and implement innovative projects to ensure effective and integrated development 

of the city – a high-level habitat [2]. 

All cities have their own differences, which means that each city must find its own path to 

sustainable development. This also applies to Odessa, which is unique and unique in Europe, hav-

ing such a long extension of the green coastal sea zone. 

The concept of coastal development is unambiguously a landscape-recreational zone. This 

determines the maximum recreation, development, improvement of the natural complex; minimi-

zation and localization of urbanized areas; withdrawal from the zone of automobile transport; the 

organization of convenient, aesthetically and environmentally friendly communications of the city 

with the coast, taking into account all the visual points of disclosure, both on the sea and on the 

marine facade; organization of water public transport. 

All these issues are resolved based on the features of historical development, the prevailing 

urban planning, architectural and cultural traditions of Odessa. 

The vast coastal territory of Odessa requires a separate approach. . What is important is 

how this territory will develop over time, in the socio-economic, functional and political system of 

the city and country. Therefore, before dividing the project development process into stages, it is 

necessary to determine the dimensions within which the object will be studied and developed: 

- Geographical and administrative location; 

- Parameters; 

- The social significance of the facility itself and surrounding areas; 

- The economic system of relations of the object with the city; 

- Range of functional content; 

- A vector of time from studying the history of the formation of the Odessa slopes, their 

  development to this day; 

- Domestic and world experience. 

Studies show that cottages, which had vast territories, mainly with park and garden architec-

ture, occupied a significant part of the Odessa slopes. Arcadia has always stood out as a favorite 

place of Odessa residents, mainly because it was located in a beam and therefore had natural con-

venient access to the beach and the sea. The quality of these architectural structures can be seen on 

old postcards, photographs, archival drawings, documents collected and systematized for individu-

al sections of the coast. These are mainly beautiful gazebos, rotundas, open galleries, a summer 

theater and much more. In the area of Arcadia and the Alexander Park (today the park named after 

T. G. Shevchenko), more capital structures were also concentrated in recreation areas. The buffet 

in the Alexander Park is architecturally unique and scaled to the place. The winter restaurant in 

Arcadia has survived to our time, but, unfortunately, it has turned from a dominant into an ordi-

nary building, visually closed by local shops, of dubious appearance, unworthy of this place. 

The layout and improvement of Otrada, the Alexander Park, were in no way inferior to the 

principles of organizing such parks as Versailles, Schönbrunn, Peterhof, of course, on a different 

scale and with its regional peculiarity, where the culture of organizing space and respect for the 

place was at a high level. We can see picturesque natural landscapes that are very much appreciat-

ed in large cities. As a rule, architects and designers created them artificially, so that the city 

dweller had the opportunity to communicate with nature and receive aesthetic pleasure, physical 

and psychological recovery. 

The Soviet period made its adjustments, solving the problems arising before the city, in con-

nection with the increase in the population. In the 60-70s of the XX century. shore protection work 

was carried out on most of the coast. But this did not change the functional purpose of this territory 

as a generally accessible green massif with the necessary service infrastructure, large-scale envi-

ronment, with its own mistakes and regional peculiarities. Before the collapse of the Soviet Union, 

this territory had the status of the Yubileiny park. 

Unfortunately, during the years of independence, the slopes suffered significant damage, and 

in some ways even irreparable. A haphazard, ill-conceived, sometimes barbaric approach to the 
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development of this territory has led to its modern look, which, judging by various sociological 

surveys of the opinions of the inhabitants of Odessa, does not satisfy anyone. At the moment, it is 

a well-groomed, spontaneous and not high-quality landscaped area that does not have a decent 

view both from the sea and from the city. The exception is part of the embankment in the area of 

16 st. The Big Fountain, which is landscaped by an investor who has mastered a piece of land on 

the upper plateau. 

With a good location relative to the city, Odessa slopes are not balanced in function and in 

intensity of operation, which leads to their inefficient use and economic loss of the territory. The 

analysis revealed a complex of accumulated problems: 

- administrative and political: the lack of a clear status of the territory and certain bounda-

ries; the absence of persons responsible for the territory or a fuzzy definition of the duties and re-

sponsibilities of organizations; misuse of territories; lack of effective territory management; 

- social and functional: partial violations of open access to the sea and park areas; irrational, 

unaesthetic and inadequate improvement; ineffective law enforcement system; criminogenic night 

scene; complete lack of navigation; inefficiency of connections between the public spaces of the 

slopes with the city public transport network and tourist routes; inferiority of the internal transport 

system, including marine; 

- economic: loss-making for the main containing party - the city; lack of uniform rules for 

cooperation with entrepreneurs; risk of loss or improper reorganization of territories; the potential 

of this territory for the entire city was hardly revealed; 

- environmental: the park violated environmental and sanitary conditions; the territory of the 

park is gradually losing the function of the ecological tread of the city; 

- cultural: a limited range of cultural services provided; very weak interaction with the cul-

tural organizations of the city; seasonality of existing services; lack of objects and spaces stimulat-

ing the self-organization of cultural events. 

The city of Odessa belongs to the rapidly developing cities of Ukraine, with an actively de-

veloping (developing) territory. This factor carries both positive features (the city is enlarging and 

compacting) and negative ones (extensive and unbalanced use of territorial and natural resources). 

The existing park on the territory of Odessa slopes is unique for world practice, the natural envi-

ronment within the city, which is a buffer and protective zone between the city and the sea .. 

One of the options that allows you to breathe into the city a new streamlined direction of de-

velopment of the Odessa coast is the decision to form city-axis (directions) of the city - sea. As a 

result, we get convenient communication city - park (slopes) - beach - sea. On the upper plateau, 

the possibility of forming urban ensembles of different functional purpose of the slope territory, 

their connection in the form of stairs, ramps, escalators and other ways of vertical communication 

between the upper and lower plateaus. 

Along the greater part of the upper edge of the slopes, the upper boulevard is assumed, from 

which a sea panorama will open from the side of the city. Today this takes place in the area of the 

12-13 station of the Big Fountain, where now we can observe such a view of the sea and really im-

agine it from other angles. The development of these areas will make it possible to uncover a sea 

view in the form of urban planning and architectural ensembles, which in the future will form an 

expressive facade of Odessa. 

The submitted proposal on the structure of the park territory proposes to develop the existing 

network of pedestrian and transport links, in particular, to use the so-called ―Health Track‖ as a 

basis, which currently performs the main pedestrian-binding function along the coast. For commu-

nication with the city, vertical corridors have been identified, which are organized along existing 

descent to the sea and located in places of active communication. It is proposed to duplicate a hor-

izontal route along the upper terrace of the park where possible, where this boulevard will be used 

both as a connection and as a place of public attraction. 

It is also proposed to develop a bicycle and pedestrian equipment system for this network 

with the introduction of additional types of transport such as bicycles, treadmills, and official vehi-
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cles, in addition to pedestrian traffic, into the communications system. Qualified calculations of 

the entire system are also necessary, including the development of individual nodes without resort-

ing to typological copying. Private road transport is closed to the shore, and visitors are brought in 

and out at the expense of domestic special vehicles. Territory maintenance by motor transport 

should be carried out according to the regime schedule. 

The road network provides communication between park centers and sub - centers. In such 

places, different rules apply to the use of the park, where they should be dominated by entertain-

ment and mass commercial services with maximum accessibility for visitors from the city. On the 

upper terrace car parking is organized. Park centers and sub centers are saturated with objects of 

year-round functioning, but at the same time, such objects are subject to the basic rules for pre-

serving the territory of the park. 

In the development of the existing prevailing park structure, it is planned to place places for 

visitors to relax, places for meetings, walks, physical education, and the connecting vector of the 

park as an environment for cultural and children's recreation with no barrier access. 

All this is formed under the condition of: - complete conservation of green areas; point in-

clusion of improvement in the structure of the park; improvement of roads and trails (outdoor fur-

niture, information support and navigation); the formation of places of various saturation and func-

tionality; conservation of the ―wild‖ park. 

The network of engineering improvement develops exclusively along the roads, providing 

the necessary services (electricity, sewage, water supply) of the main highways and crowded plac-

es, with the use of autonomous energy supply systems, lighting of the ―health route‖ when forming 

the safety axis. 

All structures are subject to the condition of preserving green spaces and must comply with 

the regulatory requirements for park buildings developed by specialists with the participation of 

the public specifically for this section of the park. 

It is planned to attract commercial structures corresponding to the format of a specific zone 

of the park. These are restaurant business, sports and entertainment clubs, temporary pavilions, 

rental services (non-motorized vehicles, beach and park portable furniture). 

The coastal zone is decided in the format of a fully accessible shore: piers are provided with 

a link to the main walking axis ―health track‖; beach area improvement is carried out, as well as 

attraction of geographically unconnected commerce. 

The coastal zone retains the advantage of open beaches, in addition to this, an embankment 

boulevard with point service is organized. Beach amenities include changing rooms, showers, toi-

lets, smoking areas, trash containers. 

Possible formats for attracting investments are: 

- maximum development of commercial service from the organization directly managing the 

park; 

- development of programs for the one-time lease of small sections of the green zone of the 

park, without destroying and spoiling it, for events or the placement of commercial structures; 

- Development of rental programs for plots in park centers and under centers; 

- development of maintenance programs for engineering support (roads, water, sewage, elec-

trics); 

- development of cooperation programs with organizations involved in public events; 

- development of programs to promote the development of a business park, favorably located 

to the park territory; 

- inclusion in the urban development program of conditions for improvement and 

the maintenance of adjacent (or separate) zones of the park; 

- sponsorship cooperation program; 

- development of rental structures for non-motorized vehicles (bicycles, scooters, skate-

boards, rollers, boats, park and beach portable furniture, sports equipment, picnic sets, etc.); 

- storage services; paid parking on the upper tier bordering the city; 
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- a network of mobile kitchens, where the kitchen-restaurant itself is located in a park cen-

ter or sub center, and there is a food delivery service or a customer delivery service to the restau-

rant throughout the park, as well as mobile kiosks (ice cream, drinks, fast food); 

- controlled placement of advertisements; 

- cultural and entertainment leisure (amusement park, rope town, climbing wall, diving 

center, etc.); 

- organization of public events: thematic festivals and exhibitions, fairs, competitions, con-

certs, private and corporate events (weddings, birthdays, professional holidays). 

Odessa slopes are part of the landscape - recreational territory of Odessa. The main subject 

fully interested in the development of this territory in the status of a park is the city itself. Based on 

this, the concept offers the following development strategy: 

- Formation of a single organization engaged in the development of park and green areas of 

the city, interested exclusively in their development. Definition of the structure: administrative ap-

paratus; service staff; system of cooperation with third-party enterprises; the formation of depart-

ments assigned to specific park units; determination of the need for the territorial location of de-

partments in these places; development of a maintenance schedule for park units; mutually benefi-

cial cooperation program: seasonal hired workers to serve visitors and the park; permanent staff; a 

system of cooperation with educational organizations (universities, schools and preschools) - at-

tracting students to promote urban and park culture; system of cooperation with public organiza-

tions. 

- The formation of public opinion both to support initiatives to preserve the park, as well as 

for creative events aimed at the exchange of views and wishes between citizens and designers. 

Partnership program: promotion of park protection - involvement of political and public organiza-

tions, selection of specialists from the public; propaganda of complicity; calculation of social ben-

efits for partners; organization of an advertising company; propaganda of urban culture (park cul-

ture); involvement in the promotion of educational institutions; development of a volunteer work 

program in parks. 

- Project development: all-round complicity; development of a project implementation 

strategy taking into account maximum savings and minimization of financial costs; accurate legal 

definition of all areas of the park; formation of rules for using park areas; formation of rules for the 

use of green spaces; determination of the stages of development of the park; development of the 

project of the first stage of implementation; the formation of the social environment of the park. 

To ensure safety, the conditions of a well-viewed area must be observed: 

- illumination of the main road of the ―health route‖; 

- the presence of people (attracting people through the expansion of services, cultural 

events, the formation of a "friendly" environment); 

- patrolling and video control of unpopular accessible territories; 

- regime access to unprotected territories (preventing the placement of a point of attraction 

far from the controlled territory); 

- control of violations of public law and security. 

To ensure year-round relevance, it is necessary to provide a system of measures to ensure 

the attractiveness of any place in the park. Provide the necessary amenities for the season. 

Conclusions. As a result of a study of the historical and modern development of the city of 

Odessa, problems and prerequisites for the development of coastal territories are identified. The 

necessity of restoring planning and spatial and spatial connections between the city territory and 

the coastal zone (taking into account the scale of the city), creating an expressive marine facade in 

the framework of the general strategic interests of the city and its residents, provided that valuable 

natural resources are preserved, is determined. The proposed priority steps that should become the 

starting point and political basis for the successful implementation of the development strategy of 

the "Odessa slopes" are: 
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- impose a moratorium on the construction, design and issuance of permits and approvals 

of any objects in a given territory; 

- conduct a comprehensive inventory and analysis of the existing state of development and 

land ownership in this territory. 

Based on the comprehensive study, it is necessary to prepare a scientifically based pro-

gram-task for further real design of the park territory. 
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